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FIG . 1 is a block diagram of a system for haptic message

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR HAPTIC

MESSAGE TRANSMISSION
CROSS -REFERENCES TO RELATED

transmission according to one embodiment of the present
invention ;
FIG . 2 is an illustration of a system for haptic message
APPLICATIONS
5 transmission according to one embodiment of the present
;
This patent application claims priority to : U .S . Provi invention
FIG
.
3
is a flow diagram of a method for haptic message
sional Patent Application No . 61/ 080 , 978 , entitled “ Systems
and Methods for Physics - Based Tactile Messaging” filed Jul. transmission according to another embodiment of the pres
15 , 2008 ; U . S . Provisional Patent Application No. 61/080, ent invention ;

FIG . 4 is another flow diagram of a method for haptic
message transmission according to another embodiment of
the present invention ;
FIGS. 5a and 5b are illustrations of haptic message

981, entitled “ Systems and Methods for Mapping Message

Contents to Virtual Physical Properties for Vibrotactile Mes
saging" filed Jul. 15 , 2008 ; U . S . Provisional Patent Appli
cation No. 61/080 , 985 , entitled “ Systems and Methods for
Shifting Sensor Haptic Feedback Function Between Passive

transmission according to an embodiment of the present

and Active Modes” filed Jul. 15 , 2008 ; U .S . Provisional 15 invention ;
Patent Application No. 61/080 , 987 , entitled “ Systems and
FIGS. 6a , 6b, 6c, and 6d are additional illustrations of
Methods for Gesture Indication ofMessage Recipients” filed haptic message transmission according to one embodiment
Jul. 15 , 2008; U . S . Provisional Patent Application No. of the present invention ; and
61/ 148 ,312 , entitled “ Systems and Methods for Pseudo FIGS . 7a , 76 , 7c, and 7d are additional illustrations of
Telepresence in a Shared Space” filed Jan . 29, 2009 ; and 20 haptic message transmission according to one embodiment
U .S . Provisional Patent Application No. 61/ 181, 280 , entitled of the present invention .
“ Systems and Methods for Transmitting Haptic Messages”
filed May 26 , 2009, the entirety of all of which are hereby
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
incorporated by reference .

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention generally relates to messaging
haptic message transmission .
BACKGROUND

25

Embodiments of the present invention provide systems
and methods for haptic message transmission .

Illustrative Embodiment of Haptic Message

systems and , more particularly , to systems and methods for

Transmission

30

process for selecting a message recipient and sending a

One illustrative embodiment of the present invention
comprises a messaging device such as a mobile phone. In the
illustrative embodiment, the messaging device comprises
the Samsung SGH - i710 mobile computer equipped with

send button was pressed , is preserved . Accordingly , there is

system also known as Immersion TouchSense® vibrotactile

Conventional messaging systemsmay utilize a multi -step

message. A user may have to navigate several menus to 35 Immersion Corporation ' s Vibe Tonz® vibrotactile feedback
select a recipient and send a message . Furthermore , no
system . In another embodiment, the messaging device com
information about how the message is sent, such as how the prises Immersion Corporations TouchSensex Technology
a need for systems and methods for haptic message trans

mission .

feedback system . Other messaging devices and haptic feed

40 back systems, may be utilized .

The messaging device comprises a display, a user inter
with each of these elements . The display comprises a
Embodiments of the present invention provide systems touch -sensitive display, or a touch -screen . The illustrative
and methods for haptic message transmission . For example , 45 messaging device also comprises a sensor and an actuator,
in one embodiment, a method for haptic message transmis - both of which are in communication with the processor. The
sion comprises receiving a sensor signal from a sensor sensor is configured to sense a user 's physical interaction
configured to sense a physical interaction with a messaging with the messaging device , and the actuator is configured to
device , determining a virtual force based at least in part on output a haptic effect to the user.
SUMMARY

face device , memory, and a processor in communication

the sensor signal, and applying the virtual force to a virtual 50 In the illustrative embodiment, a multi - dimensional mes
message object within a virtual message environment. In
sage inbox in the form of a virtual message environment is
another embodiment, a computer- readable medium com shown on the display . The virtual message environment
contains electronic messages represented as virtualmessage
prises program code for carrying out such a method .

These illustrative embodiments are mentioned not to limit

objects . A virtual message object may take the form of: a

or define the invention but rather to provide examples to aid 55 scroll, a capsule , a ball, a balloon , or any other object that the

understanding thereof. Illustrative embodiments are dis -

cussed in the Detailed Description , and further description
of the invention is provided there . Advantages offered by
various embodiments of this invention may be further under
stood by examining this specification .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
These and other features, aspects , and advantages of the

display is capable of displaying . Each type of virtual mes

sage objectmay correspond to a specific type of message .
For example, virtual message objects in the form of a tube
or a cylindrical scroll may represent text messages or chat

60 conversations. A shortmessage intended to convey emotion ,
such as intimacy, may be represented as a virtual message

object in the form of a heart. The virtual message environ

ment also comprises a virtual gateway. Virtual message

objects may enter or leave the virtual message environment

present invention are better understood when the following 65 through the virtual gateway.
Detailed Description is read with reference to the accom With the illustrative device , users can interact with the
virtual message environment and /or virtualmessage objects
panying drawings, wherein :
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by using the touch -screen and/or by manipulating the mes

saging device, for example , by rotating or shaking the
device . Through such interactions, users can create ,manipu late, send , and/ or receive virtual message objects . In the

When the virtual message object is received its transmis

sion characteristic may be preserved and interpreted by the
receiving messaging device . In the illustrative embodiment,
the user 's indicative gesture comprises a fast flick toward the

illustrative device , a user makes a gesture directed toward 5 virtual gateway. A fast transmission characteristic is deter

the virtual gateway to transmit a virtual message object.

mined by the processor and transmitted along with the

Example gestures include: engaging the touch - screen and

virtual message object. Then , when the virtual message

dragging or flicking a virtualmessage object toward a virtual object is received , the recipient device displays the virtual
gateway , tilting the messaging device in the direction of the message object entering its graphical user interface through
evice . "10 a virtual gateway. The virtual message travels through the
virtual gateway, or shaking the virtual messaging device
device 's virtual gateway with a velocity and haptic
The sensor detects the user 's gesture and, based on this receiving
corresponding to its transmission characteristic . In the
gesture , sends a sensor signal to the processor. The sensor effect
illustrative embodiment, the message is sent with a fast flick ,
may comprise : a gyroscope , an accelerometer, a GPS, or thus
the receiving device 's processor will determine a strong
other sensor capable of detecting movement. The sensor 15 haptic effect, such as a heavy thud or a bounce . The
may be configured to detect when a user moves or tilts the processor may further determine a violent collision inside
device . Based at least in part on the sensor signal, the the virtual message environment when the message is
processor determines a virtual force that will act on a virtual received . In an alternative embodiment, if the virtual mes
message object. For example , when the device is tilted , the sage object was sent with a gentle thrust or tilt, the virtual
processor may determine a virtual force representing grav - 20 message object may arrive at a slower speed accompanied
ity , and move the virtual message object in the direction the by a gentle haptic effect, such as a soft vibration .

device is tilted .As another example, a sensormay detect that

the device has been jabbed or thrust toward a virtual
gateway. The sensor will then send a corresponding signal to

This illustrative example is given to introduce the reader

to the general subject matter discussed herein ; the invention
is not limited to this example . The following sections

the processor , which may then determine a virtual force and 25 describe various additional embodiments and examples of

apply it to the virtual message object.
After receiving a sensor signal, the processor determines

methods and systems for haptic message transmission .

a transmission characteristic of a virtual message object

Haptic Message Transmission

acteristic or property associated with the user' s gesture or

systems and methods for haptic message transmission. By

based , at least in part , on the sensor signal. In the illustrative
embodiment, a transmission characteristic comprises a char - 30

Embodiments of the invention presented herein provide

how the virtual message object was sent through the virtual

incorporating a physical model into a virtual message envi

gateway. This transmission characteristic is preserved and

ronment, embodiments can leverage a user ' s everyday tac

may be included as a part of the message. In one example,

tile experience and motor -sensory skills to intuitively navi

virtual message object through the virtual gateway . The
transmission characteristic of the virtual message object will

may provide little or no intuitive gesture navigation . Text
messaging systems using a conventional email metaphor,

a user sends an urgent message by forcefully pushing the 35 gate the user interface . Conventional messaging systems
comprise its velocity as it passed through the virtual gate

with a one -dimensional inbox showing subject lines , drafts ,

way. In another example, after a user slowly drags or flicks

etc ., may be visually and cognitively intensive, requiring a

approach angle transmission characteristic based on the

however, can facilitate non -linguistic communication of

virtual transmission characteristic as a part of the virtual

In one embodiment, the messaging device 's graphical
user interface displays a virtual message environment. This
virtual message environment incorporates a physicalmodel,
which allows users to directly manipulate its contents . The

a virtual message object toward the virtual gateway , the 40 user' s heightened attention for creating, sending, and receiv
processor determines a slow transmission characteristic . ing messages . Further, conventionalmessaging systemsmay
Additionally, the processor may determine other transmis - retain little or no contextual information associated with
sion characteristics based on the sensor signal, such as an
how a message was sent . Haptic message transmission ,

angle of the user ' s gesture . The processor then includes the 45 content by tying physical effects to a message .
message object .

Next, the processor determines whether to transmit the
virtual message object based , at least in part, on the virtual

force . This determination may include a calculation of 50 virtual message environment comprises electronic messages

whether the gesture was sufficiently directed toward the

which are displayed as virtual message objects . A virtual

virtual gateway . If a gesture is not directed toward the virtual

message object may take the form of a ball , a scroll, a

sage object should not be transmitted but rather should stay

late virtual message objects and the virtual message envi

gateway, the processor may determine that the virtualmes -

capsule , an arrow , a heart, or other shape . Users can manipu

inside the local virtual message environment. If the gesture 55 ronment, through motions or gestures detected by various

is sufficiently directed toward the virtual gateway, the pro

cessor will determine that the virtual message object should
be transmitted .
Finally , the processor transmits the virtual message

sensors. These sensors may comprise one or more of a

gyroscope , GPS, accelerometer, touch - screen , or other sen
sor configured to detect motion . The user ' s gestures or
movements are translated into virtual forces acting on virtual

object , as well as the transmission characteristic . The pro - 60 message objects . These forces may cause the virtual mes
cessor may send the virtual message object and the trans sage objects to move and collide inside the virtualmessage
mission characteristic to a network interface , such as a
environment or to exit the environment through a virtual

cellular network interface or a Wi- Fi network interface . The
network interface then transmits the virtual message object

gateway.

Further, using a physical modeling engine , virtualbound

and the transmission characteristic over a network , such as 65 aries may be programmed to correspond to the physical
a cellular network , intranet, or the Internet, to another
boundaries of the screen of the device . In such an environ
messaging device.
ment, a virtual message object can bounce against the
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boundaries of the virtual message environment without
traveling off the screen . A virtual gateway in the environ

mentmay be created by replacing part of the virtual physical
boundary with a gateway or portal to one or more recipients .

erometer 114 configured to measure acceleration of the
messaging device 102 . The one or more sensors 114 are

configured to detect a user interaction and send a signal
representing the user interaction to processor 110 . The

When a virtual object moves through the virtual gateway , it 5 messaging device 102 may comprise additional forms of
is transmitted to one or more recipient devices, and " leaves”
input, such as track ball 122, buttons, keys, a scroll wheel,

the host's virtual message environment. Additionally, the

virtual gateway may be closed , disabling the ability to send
messages and keeping unsentmessages in the virtual mes

and /or a joystick (not shown in FIG . 1).

Users may interact with the user interface through move
ments or gestures , which are detected by the one or more

sage environment. Thus, embodiments of the present inven - 10 sensors 114 . As the messaging device 102 is tilted , shaken ,

tion may utilize a spatial metaphor for sending messages,

thrust, or otherwise moved , the one or more sensors 114

thereby facilitating a more intuitive messaging process.
In some embodiments , a user may move a virtualmessage
object through the virtual gateway by making an indicative

detect these movements . The sensors 114 generate sensor
signals based , at least in part, on the movements and send
those signals to processor 110 . The signals may comprise

gesture toward the virtual gateway. The gesture may be 15 one or more of: angle of the movement, speed of the

made by contacting the virtual message object on the
touch - screen , moving the entire messaging device , or
through some other means . In one example , a user sends a

virtual message object by selecting it on the touch - screen

movement, distance covered by the movement, or X - Y
orientation of the movement. In one embodiment, an accel
erometer sensor is configured to detect the inclination and

acceleration of the messaging device 102 . As themessaging

and using a flicking gesture to move the object toward the 20 device 102 is tilted , an accelerometer can be configured to

virtual gateway . The processor may determine a transmis -

send signals to the processor 110 based , at least in part, on

sion characteristic , such as the speed of the virtual message

the tilt and /or acceleration of the messaging device 102 .

device , it may arrive in the virtualmessage environment and
behave or interact with other objects and/or the environment
based , at least in part , on its transmission characteristic .

way in a virtual message environment. For example, an
indicative gesture may comprise a poking motion which
moves the messaging device 102 in a certain direction . An

object as it travels through the virtual gateway. The trans Signals received from the sensor 114 may be associated
mission characteristic may be preserved as the virtual mes - with an interaction with the graphical user interface shown
sage object is transmitted to another messaging device . 25 on display 116 . In one embodiment , a sensor signal com
When the virtual message object is received by a recipient prises an indicative gesture oriented toward a virtual gate

Illustrative Systems for Haptic Message

30 accelerometer 114 may detect the poking motion and send a

sensor signal to the processor 110 representing the motion .
dragging or flicking a virtualmessage object toward a virtual
Referring now to the drawings in which like numerals gateway . A touch -screen display 116 may detect the drag or
indicate like elements throughout the several figures, FIG . 1 35 flick and send a representative sensor signal to the processor
is a block diagram of a system for haptic message transmis - 110 .
Transmission

As another example , an indicative gesture may comprise

sion according to one embodiment of the present invention .

In the embodiment shown in FIG . 1 , processor 110 is also

As shown in FIG . 1 , the system 100 comprises a messaging
device 102, such as a mobile phone, portable digital assistant

in communication with display 116 , which is configured to
display a graphical user interface . Display 116 may com

( PDA ), portable media player, or portable gaming device . 40 prise a touch - sensitive input device , such as a touch - screen ,

The messaging device 102 comprises a processor 110 in
communication with a network interface 112 , a sensor 114 ,

configured to send /receive signals to /from processor 110 .
The graphical user interface shown on the touch - screen

a display 116 , an actuator 118 , a speaker 120 , and a track ball
122 .

display 116 facilitates the user' s interaction with messages.

is in communication with network interface 112, which may

and manipulated by contacting it directly via touch -screen

comprise one or more methods of mobile communication ,

display 116 . In one mode of interaction , two - dimensional

The graphical user interface comprises a virtual message

The processor 110 is configured to generate a graphical 45 environment, in which messages are represented as virtual
user interface which is shown on display 116 . Processor 110 message objects . A virtual message object may be selected

such as infrared , radio , Wi-Fi, or cellular network commufinger gestures on a touch screen display may select, drag ,
nication . In other variations , network interface 112 com - 50 flick , throw , and /or move a virtual object within the virtual

prises a wired network interface , such as Ethernet . The

message environment.

sages or virtual message objects with other devices (not

associated with a transmission characteristic of a virtual

shown in FIG . 1 ) via network interface 112 . Embodiments of

message object in a graphical user interface . In one varia

messaging device 102 can be configured to exchange mes

Signals received from a touch - screen display 116 may be

messages exchanged between devices may comprise voice 55 tion , a predetermined gesture on touch - screen 116 , such as

messages, text messages , data messages, or other types of

flicking or dragging a virtual message object, may be
associated with a transmission characteristic , such as speed

messages .
The processor 110 is also in communication with one or

and / or angle of transmission of the virtual message object.

more sensors 114 . Sensor 114 may comprise a position

In one embodiment, a quick flick is associated with a fast

sensor, location sensor, rotational velocity sensor, image 60 transmission characteristic of a virtual message object . In

sensor , pressure sensor, or other type of sensor. For example ,
sensor 114 may comprise an accelerometer, a gyroscope , a

another embodiment, a slow drag is associated with a slow
transmission characteristic .

screen , touch -pad ), or some other type of sensor. The one or

based , at least in part, on a virtual message object' s trans

GPS sensor, a touch -sensitive input device (e .g . touch

The processor 110 may determine a haptic feedback effect

more sensors 114 may be configured to detect changes in , for 65 mission characteristic . In one variation , a user indicates that
example , acceleration , inclination , inertia , or location . For
a virtualmessage object should be sent to another user by
example , the messaging device 102 may comprise an accel- quickly jabbing the messaging device 102 in the direction of
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a virtual gateway. Based on the quick jab , processor 110

Each virtual message object may represent a message

determines a fast transmission characteristic and that the

and /or a file , such as a text message, a picture, a video , a

virtual message object should be transmitted . Then the
processor 110 determines a haptic effect, such as a quick

voicemail , a reminder, or a pseudo -emotional message such
as a smiley face or a frowning face The content of a virtual
vibration , based at least in part on the fast transmission 5 message object may be used determine the shape of the
characteristic . Finally, processor 110 transmits a haptic virtual message object. For example , a virtual message
object in the form of a tube or a rolled -up scroll 220c may
signal representing the haptic effect to actuator 118 .
a text message. And a virtual message object in the
As shown in FIG . 1, the processor 110 is also in com represent
form
of
an
egg or a capsule 220a may represent a message
munication with one or more actuators 118 . Actuator 118 is 10 with an attachment
, such as a video file , a picture , or a song .
configured to receive a haptic signal from processor 110 and Virtual message objects
may also represent various forms of
output a haptic effect . After processor 110 determines a
haptic effect, it sends a haptic signal to actuator 118 . The
haptic signal is configured to cause actuator 118 to output the

220b, shown as a ball , may correspond to a non - verbal

netic actuator, a voice coil, a linear resonantactuator, a shape

message object represented as an arrow may represent a
poke or a jabbing gesture (i.e . to request or demand atten

non - verbal communication , such as gestures , facial expres

sions , or emotions. For example , virtual message object
determined haptic effect. Actuator 118 may be , for example
sample ,, 1515 message such as an indication of playfulness. A virtual
a piezoelectric actuator, an electric motor, an electromag

memory alloy, an electro - active polymer, a solenoid , an
eccentric rotating mass motor (ERM ) or a linear resonant

actuator (LRA ).

Processor 110 is also in communication with a track ball
122 . Processor 110 may receive signals representing user
interaction from track ball 122 . For example , track ball 122

tion ). Other virtual message objects may appear as a heart,
a basketball , a water balloon , a typewriter, or other shape

20 that display 116 is capable of showing. Effective virtual

message objects comprise easily identifiable visual and /or
haptic properties and /or effects . For example, representing a
work file with an image of a typewriter and including a

may be used to scroll or navigate through a menu ofmessage

haptic effect that represents the clanging of keys of a

selection of a recipient. When the track ball 122 is pressed ,

hitting pins.

recipients in an address book . After a recipient has been 25 typewriter. Or representing an email as a bowling ball and
selected , the track ball may be pressed to confirm the including a haptic effect which represents a bowling ball

a virtual gateway associated with the selected recipient,may
A virtual message object may comprise a data store
be displayed in the virtual message environment. When a
defining characteristics of the virtual message object. These
virtual gateway is displayed , the processor 110 is ready to 30 characteristics may include information regarding how the

send the virtual message object to a particular recipient.

FIG . 2 is an illustration of a system for haptic message

transmission according to one embodiment of the present

virtual message object interacts with other virtual message

objects and the boundaries of the virtual message environ

m ent. For example , in one embodiment, a virtual message

invention . The elements of system 200 are described with
object may appear in the form of a rubber ball and include
reference to the block diagram depicted in FIG . 1. A variety 35 data which causes the ball to easily bounce off other virtual
of implementations other than that shown in FIG . 1 are message objects . In another embodiment a virtual message
possible .
object may appear in the form of an egg, and contain data
As shown in FIG . 2 , system 200 comprises a messaging which causes the egg to easily shatter if impacted by another

device 102, such as a mobile phone , PDA , portable media

virtual message object.

mail , text messages , and other data messages , over a net work such as a cellular network or the Internet. The mobile

without opening it. In some embodiments , the size of a
message corresponds to the size or mass of the virtual

device 102 may comprise a wireless network interface

message object. A message with a large file attachment can

player, or portable gaming device . The messaging device 40 Representing messages as virtual message objects enables
102 is configured to send and receive signals, such as voice
a user to quickly determine information about a message

and / or a wired network interface 112 . Although the device 45 be represented as a large or massive object. A message such

102 is illustrated as a handheld mobile device in FIG . 2 ,

as a short text message or a message with a small file

video game systems and/ or personal computers .

object.

other embodiments may comprise different devices , such as

As shown in FIG . 2 , the mobile device 102 comprises a

attachment can be represented as a small virtual message

The virtual message environment 210 also comprises a

display 116 . In addition to display 116 , the mobile device 50 virtual gateway 212. A virtualmessage object may be sent

102 may comprise buttons , a touchpad , a scroll wheel, a
to other messaging devices by moving it through the virtual
rocker switch , a joystick , or other formsof input devices (not gateway 212 . As a virtual message object moves through the
shown in FIG . 2 ). Additionally , display 116 may comprise a
virtual gateway 212 , it is transmitted to a recipient device
and " leaves” the local virtual message environment 210 .
touch - sensitive input device , such as a touch screen .
Display 116 is in communication processor 110 . Display 55 Thus, embodiments of the invention may utilize a spatial
116 is configured to display virtual message environment metaphor for sending messages , facilitating a more intuitive

210, and may comprise one ormore virtualmessage objects .

process of sending messages.

display 116 is capable of showing . For example , virtual

section of the virtual message environment 210 with the

Virtual message objects may take the shape of any object

The virtual gateway 212 may be displayed by replacing a

message objects may take the form of: arrows, balls , cap - 60 virtual gateway 212 . The virtual gateway 212 may comprise

sules , hearts, and tubes. As shown in FIG . 2 , the virtual
message environment 210 comprises three virtual message

objects 220a , 220b , and 220c. Inside the virtual message

a visual indication of the recipient(s ) it is directed toward .
For example , the virtual gateway 212 may show the nameof

a selected recipient. In FIG . 2, “ Noah " is shown as the

environment 210 , virtualmessage objects 220a , 220b , and potential recipient of a virtual message object sent through
220c may move freely, bouncing and colliding with other 65 the virtual gateway 212 . In another variation , a group of
virtual message objects and the boundaries of the virtual
recipients , such as a “ family ” group or a “ classmates” group
message environment 210 .
may be shown in the virtual gateway 212 . In such a
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10
variation , when a virtual message object is sent through a
virtual gateway 212 indicating a recipient group , the virtual

dicular to the mobile device and at a low intensity. In another
example , if the mobile device is tilted , the processor may

message object is sent to the messaging device of each

individual in the group.
Illustrative Methods for Haptic Message

determine a force representing gravity pulling virtual objects
in the direction the device was tilted . In other embodiments,

5 the processor may determine a force that varies in direction

or intensity over time.

Next, at step 312 , the processor applies the virtual force

Transmission

to a virtual message object within a virtual message envi

FIG . 3 is a flow diagram of a method for haptic message

ronment. The virtual message object will then move within

transmission according to one embodiment of the present 10 the virtual message environment based , at least in part, on

invention . While embodiments of the current invention may

the magnitude and direction of the virtual force . The virtual

be utilized in a variety of devices , the process shown in FIG .

message object 's behavior may further be defined by data

3 will be described in relation to the block diagram shown

contained in a data store. This data defines characteristics of

in FIG . 1 and the device shown in FIG . 2 .
the virtual message object's interaction in the virtual mes
In method 300 , at step 306 , processor 110 receives a 15 sage environment. For example , the virtual message object
recipient signal associated with a recipient of the virtual may be in the shape of an egg , and have a characteristic

message object. Processor 110 may receive a recipient signal
from a button , scroll wheel, or other input device , such as
track ball 122 or sensor 114 . In one embodiment, processor
110 displays a sequential list of names from an address book 20

defining a brittle surface. Then , if a virtual force of a high
object, the object may crack . In another example , the virtual
message object may have a characteristic which defines a

virtual message environment 210 , for example, at the top or

the ball may roll in the direction of the virtual force .

stored in local memory . The names can be shown in the

the bottom of the display 116 . To scroll through the names ,

magnitude is applied to the surface of the virtual message

solid ball . When a virtual force of high intensity is applied ,

Next, at step 314 , the processor 110 determines whether

a left or right button is pressed . When the correct name for to transmit the virtual message object. This determination
the intended recipient has been identified , the track ball 122 25 may be based at least in part on the virtual force and a status

may be depressed to send a recipient signal to the processor

of a recipient. Processor 110 may analyze the speed and

110 . In one variation , a user may scroll through names in an

angle of the force to determine if the virtual message

address list by shaking the device in a left or right direction .

object's trajectory will take it through the virtual gateway

With a small , soft shake, the processor 110 may progress

212 . If processor 110 determines that the trajectory will not

through the address list by small increments, such as one or 30 carry the virtualmessage object through the virtual gateway
two names in either direction . With a large , violent shake , 212 , then processor 110 may determine not to transmit the
processor 110 may progress through the address list by virtual message object. But if the transmission characteristic
larger increments, such as ten or twenty names in either
of a virtual message object will carry it through the virtual
direction .
gateway 212 , then processor 110 may transmit the virtual
A step 308 , processor 110 displays virtual gateway 212 in 35 message object. Additionally , processor 110 may determine
the virtualmessage environment. Virtual Gateway 212 may whether to transmit the virtualmessage object based , at least
be associated with the recipient of a virtual message object. in part, on the status of a recipient. For example, if the
For example , virtual gateway 212 may comprise a visual
messaging device of a recipient is turned off or disconnected
indication of a recipient by displaying the name of the from the network , processor 110 may determine not to send
recipient. In the event of a network failure , processor 110 40 the virtual message object. In another example , if the status

may close the virtual gateway 212 , yielding visual and /or

of a recipient 's messaging device is set to “ hidden ," pro

haptic cues to the user that a virtual message object cannot

c essor 110 may determine not to send the virtual message

be sent. In one variation , when processor 110 determines
that a recipient cannot receive a virtual message object, the

object.
If at step 314 , processor 110 determines that a virtual

virtual message object may bounce against the virtual gate - 45 message object should not be transmitted , then processor

way 212 and remain in the virtualmessage environment 210 .

110 may determine a haptic effect associated with a failed

Once virtual gateway 212 has been established , a virtual

transmission 315 . For example , after processor 110 deter

message object may be sent to a recipient. The virtual
message objectmay be sent with a gesture moving it toward

mines that a virtualmessage object should not be sent, itmay
determine a haptic effect simulating the virtual message

the virtual gateway 212 .

At step 309, processor 110 receives a sensor signal from

50 object bouncing against the virtual gateway 212 and staying

in the virtual message environment 210 .

a sensor configured to sense a physical interaction with a
messaging device . The sensor may detect both a direction

At step 316 , processor 110 determines a transmission
characteristic of the virtual message object based , at least in

and magnitude of the user 's interaction . For example, if a

part, on the sensor signal. In one embodiment, the sensor

moved as well as the direction . In another example, the
sensor signal may be associated with a user interaction
wherein the user dragged a virtual message object toward

sensor signal may be associated with a gentle or slow

user jerks the messaging device away from her body, the 55 signal is associated with a hurried or forceful gesture , so
sensor may detect both the speed with which the device was processor 110 determines a corresponding hurried or force

ful transmission characteristic . In another embodiment, a
gesture; thus, processor 110 may determine a corresponding

virtual gateway 212 . In this way the sensor signal may 60 gentle or slow transmission characteristic .

comprise a gesture directed toward the virtual gateway . In
another example , the sensor signal may be associated with

In some embodiments, the sensor signal may be associ
ated with an angle of transmission of a virtual message

the messaging device 102 having been tilted .

object. For example , a user may move a virtual message

force. For example , the force may be in a direction perpen

angular transmission characteristic. Alternatively , if a user

At step 310 , the processor 110 determines a virtual force object toward the virtual gateway at an angle . In this case ,
based at least in part on the sensor signal. The processormay 65 the virtual message object travels through the virtual gate
determine both a direction and a magnitude of the virtual way at an angle ; therefore , processor 110 may determine an
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comprises a processor (not shown in FIGS . 5a and 5b ),

gateway, the processor 110 may determine a straight trans

which generates a virtual message environment 510 shown
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on the touch - screen display 504 . The virtual message envi
mission characteristic
At step 320 the processor 110 transmits the virtual mes
ronment 510 includes a virtual gateway. As shown in FIG .
sage object and the transmission characteristic of the virtual 5 5a , the virtualmessage environment also comprises a virtual
message object. In some embodiments , transmission will message object 520 ; in this example , virtualmessage object
occur when the virtual message object passes through the 520 is in the form of a document tube or scroll.
virtual gateway 212 . When a virtual message object is sent
Virtual gateway 512 may comprise an indication of a
through the virtual gateway 212 , the virtual message object selected recipient. As shown in FIG . 5a , the recipient" Noah
may disappear from the local virtual message environment 10 W ” is indicated in the virtual gateway 512 . In other sce
210 . The disappearance may occur at substantially the same narios, virtual gateway 512 may indicate a recipient com

time the virtual message object is transmitted across a

prising an Internet website , social networking site , blog,

transmitted to the recipient, it will remain in the virtual

one such scenario , the recipient shown in the virtual gateway

network . If the virtual message object is not successfully

Twitter account, or some other network - enabled resource . In

message environment 210 . This provides the user with 15 512 may comprise a Twitter address . When a virtual mes
simple information regarding the status of the network

sage object 520 is sent through the virtual gateway 512 , the

virtualmessage object may be posted to the Twitter account.
In another scenario , the virtual gateway 512 may be asso

connection or the status of the recipient device .

In one variation , when a virtual message object leaves the

virtualmessage environment 210 , processor 110 transmits a

ciated with a public or global virtual message environment.

haptic signal to an actuator 118 alerting the user that the 20 When a virtual message object 520 is sent through the virtual
message has been successfully transmitted . For instance , gateway 512 , the virtual message object 520 may be posted
processor 110 may determine a haptic effect that simulates in the global virtual message environment and thus be
an arrow hitting a wall.
accessed by other users or browsers of the global message
FIG . 4 is a flow diagram of a method for haptic message environment.
transmission according to one embodiment of the present 25 In FIG . 5a , a user engages the virtualmessage object 520
invention . FIG . 4 shows an embodiment wherein a virtual by interacting with it on the touch - screen display 504 . By

message object is received by a recipientmessaging device.
In method 400, at step 402 the recipient device 's proces sor receives a signal associated with a virtual message
object. The signalmay be received from a network interface 30

interacting with the virtual message object 520 through the
touch -screen display 504, a virtual force may act on the
virtual message object 520 . In other variations, the virtual
message object 520 may be moved via other means , for

network by another messaging device connected to that

the touch - screen display 504 in the direction shown by

characteristics. For example the signal may comprise data

user 's gesture as detected by the touch -screen display 504 .

which is communicatively connected to an externalnetwork
such as a cellular network , intranet, or the Internet. For
example, the signal may have been transmitted across a

example by tilting the messaging device 502 .
In FIG . 5b , the user has made an indicative gesture toward
the virtual gateway 512 by dragging his or her finger across

network . The signal associated with the virtual message 35 arrow 530 . The processor of messaging device 502 deter
object comprises data defining the virtual message object's mines at least one transmission characteristic based on the

defining characteristics such as a virtual message object's
size, shape, transmission characteristic , data type , and con -

In FIG . 5b , the processor may determine a curving trajectory
transmission characteristic corresponding to the slight curve

40 of the user ' s gesture , as indicated by arrow 530 . The curving

tents .

At step 406 , the recipient device 's processor determines a

haptic effect based at least in part on the transmission

trajectory transmission characteristic is transmitted to the

receiving device. The receiving device may use this trans

characteristic of the virtual message object. For example , if mission characteristic to determine the behavior that virtual
the sending messaging device was gently tilted toward a message object 520 will have in the receiving device ' s
virtual gateway when the virtual message object was sent, 45 virtual message environment.
the transmission characteristic may comprise a low speed .
FIGS. 6a , 66 , 6c , and 6d are illustrations of haptic

The recipient device ' s processor will then use that transmis
gentle vibration . The gentle vibration simulating to the
recipient that the virtual message object has hit a boundary
of the recipient virtual message environment at a low speed .
In contrast, a haptic effect based on a high speed transmis
sion characteristic may comprise a strong jolt, to simulate

message transmission according to one embodiment of the
present invention . In FIG . 6a, a messaging device 602a is in
communication with another messaging device 602b . Each
50 messaging device 602 comprises a touch - screen display 604 .
The touch -screen display 604a of the messaging device
602a is shown displaying a virtual message environment
610a with a virtual gateway 612a . The touch -screen display
when the virtual message object arrives in recipient virtual 604b of the second messaging device 602b is shown dis
message environment at a high speed .
55 playing a second virtual message environment 610b with a
sion characteristic to determine a haptic effect comprising a

Next, at step 408 , the recipient device 's processor trans
mits a haptic signal to an actuator configured to output the
haptic effect. The actuator will then output a haptic effect
based at least in part on this signal.

Illustrative Scenarios for Haptic Message
Transmission

FIGS. 5a and 5b are illustrations of haptic message

second virtual gateway 612b . A virtual message object 620
is shown inside the first virtual message environment 610a .

In FIG . 6b, a user engages the virtual message object 620

by dragging or flicking the object 620 across the touch
60 screen display 604a . As shown in FIG . 6b , the user may

engage a function or shift key 606? to indicate that the user
wishes to enter a " send ” mode, thus opening the virtual

gateway 612a . In order to send the virtual message object
620 , the user may employ a gesture which pushes the virtual

transmission according to one embodiment of the present 65 message object toward the virtual gateway 612a .
invention . FIG . 5a comprises a messaging device 502 with

When the processor of the messaging device 602a

a touch -screen display 504 . The messaging device 502 also

receives a sensor signal associated with an indicative gesture
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toward the virtual gateway 612a , it may determine one or
more transmission characteristics of the virtual message
object 620 based at least in part on the sensor signal. In FIG .

ment 710a or 710b may react by rolling, sliding, or other
wise moving in a direction corresponding to the tilt of the
device . In FIG . 7b , a user makes an indicative gesture

6b the user flicks the virtual message object directly at the

toward the virtual gateway 712a by tilting the first messag

virtual gateway as shown by arrow 630 . In this case , sensor 5 ing device 702a toward the first virtual gateway 712a . A
114 will detect the user interaction and send a signal to
sensor detects the angle at which the device is tilted and

processor 110 , which will use the signal to determine a

sends a signal to the processor ofmessaging device 702a . By

straight transmission characteristic . After determining one or
tilting device 702a downward , the virtual message object
more transmission characteristics , the processor may send
720 responds by rolling or moving in the direction of arrow
the virtual message object to a recipient indicated by the 10 730 toward the first virtual gateway 712a . In this manner, a
virtual gateway 612a .
spatial metaphor is used so that the device gives users the

In FIG . 6c, the virtual message object 620 has left the

sensation that they are sending virtualmessage objects in the

sender ' s virtual message environment 610a and is being

direction of their recipients .

transmitted over a network to the virtual message environ

In some embodiments , the display may further comprise

ment 610b of the recipient messaging device 602b . The 15 a direction arrow or compass (not shown in FIG . 7 ) . The
virtual message object may be sent over a cellular network ,
direction arrow or compass points in the physical direction
a public data network such as the Internet , a point- to - point of the intended recipient; thus , further utilizing a spatial
network , or a private data network (i. e ., an intranet) . After

metaphor for message transmission . In such an embodiment,

the virtual message object 620 is sent through the virtual

for example , a user may send a message to a user that is

gateway 612a of the sending messaging device 602a , it 20 North of their location . In such an embodiment, the sender 's

disappears from the first virtual message environment 610a .

display will display a direction arrow pointing North , indi

In FIG . 6d , the virtual message object 620 is received by

cating that the intended recipient is North of the sender.

the recipient messaging device 602b . A processor of the

As illustrated in FIG . 7b , tilting device 702a downward

recipientmessaging device 602b may receive a signal asso -

comprises a gesture which directs virtual message objects

ciated with the virtual message object 620 and a transmis - 25 toward virtual gateway 712a . In contrast, tilting the device

sion characteristic of the virtualmessage object 620 , such as

702a to either side or away from the virtual gateway 712a

the speed at which the virtual message object was sent
through the first virtual gateway 612a . Then the virtual

may comprise a gesture which directs virtual message
objects away from virtual gateway 712a . Upon receiving a

message object 620 will be displayed in the second virtual

sensor signal, the processor may determine whether to

message environment 612b . The behavior of the virtual 30 transmit the virtual message object 720 based , at least in

message object in the second virtual message environment

612b may be based at least in part on the transmission
characteristic .
In the embodiments shown in FIG . 6d , the recipient

part, on whether the sensor signal comprises a gesture
toward or away from the virtual gateway 712a .
In addition to determining whether to transmit virtual
message object 720 , the processor may also determine a

the processor may determine a behavior or property of the
virtual message object 620 inside the receiving virtual
message environment 610b based at least in part on the
transmission characteristic . For example , if the virtual message object 620 is sent from the sending device 602a by a

signal. For example, if device 702a is tilted toward the
virtual gateway 712a at a small angle , the processor may
determine a slow velocity transmission characteristic . As
another example , if the device 702a is tilted toward the
virtual gateway 712a at a steep angle , the processor may

device 602b has recreated the virtual message object 620 35 transmission characteristic of the virtual message object
sent from the sending device 602a . As part of the recreation ,
720, such as velocity , based at least in part on the sensor

40

quick , forceful gesture , the virtual message object 620 may
arrive in the virtual message environment 610b , of the

determine a fast velocity transmission characteristic .
As the first device 702a is tilted toward the virtual

receiving device 602b with a corresponding speed . Once it

gateway 712a , the virtual message object 720 rolls toward

enters the receiving virtual message environment 610b vir - 45 the virtual gateway 712a in the direction shown by arrow

tual message object 620 may interact with other virtual

730 in FIG . 7b . Eventually , the virtual message object 720

message objects and the boundaries of virtual message

may roll through the first virtual gateway 712a and leave the

710 , shown on a touch -screen display 704 . The first touch -

message object 720 no longer appears in the first virtual

environment610b . For example , virtual message object 620
first virtual message environment 710a. After the virtual
may be reflected off the boundaries of the virtual message message object 720 travels through the first virtual gateway
environment 602b as indicated by arrow 632 .
50 712a , the processor of the first messaging device 702a may
FIGS. 7a , 75, 7c , and 7d are illustrations of haptic
transmit the virtual message object 720 to the recipient
message transmission according to one embodiment of the messaging device 702b .
present invention . In FIG . 7a , messaging device 702a is in
In FIG . 7c , the processor of the first messaging device
communication with a second messaging device 702b . Each
702a has transmitted the virtual message object 720 and its
messaging device comprises a virtual message environment 55 transmission characteristic over the network . The virtual
screen display 704a of the first messaging device 702a is message environment 710a of the first messaging device
shown displaying a virtual message environment 710a with
702a , but has yet to be received by messaging device 702b .
a virtual gateway 712a . The touch - screen display 704b of Because the transmission characteristic is transmitted with
the second messaging device 702b is shown displaying a 60 virtual message object 720 , the receiving device may deter
second virtual message environment 710b with a second mine the speed and direction with which virtual message
virtual gateway 712b . A virtual message object 720 in the
object 720 was sent. For example , if the virtual message

form of a ball is shown inside the first virtual message

object 720 was hastily “ thrown” or “ pushed " through the

message object 720 located within virtualmessage environ

may arrive through the virtual gateway 712b and into the

virtual gateway of the sending device , receiving device 702b
environment 710a .
In one embodiment of a haptic message transmission 65 may determine that virtual message object 720 should arrive
system , when a device is tilted in one direction , virtual with corresponding speed . Thus, the virtual message object
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recipient virtual message environment with characteristics media, all magnetic tape or other magnetic media , or any
corresponding to the way it was sent.
other medium from which a computer processor can read .
In FIG . 7d , the virtual message object 720 has been
Also , various other devices may include computer-readable
received by the recipient mobile device 702b . In the illus - media , such as a router, private or public network , or other
tration , the virtual message object 720 is shown as falling 5 transmission device. The processor and the processing
through the virtual gateway 712b at the top of the second
described may be in one or more structures and may be
virtual message environment 710b and hitting the bottom of dispersed through one or more structures . The processor
the second virtual message environment 710b . Because the
may comprise code for carrying out one or more of the
transmission characteristic may be preserved and transmit methods (or parts of methods ) described herein .
ted with the virtualmessage object 720 , the virtual message 10
object 720 may arrive in the same fashion as it was sent. For
General
example , if the sending messaging device was slowly tilted
toward the first virtual gateway 712a, the object may arrive
The foregoing description of the embodiments, including
through the second virtual gateway 712b with a gentle
preferred
, of the invention has been presented
vibration . Conversely, if the sending mobile device was 15 only for theembodiments
purpose
of
illustration
and description and is not
jerked in the direction of the first virtual gateway 712a , the
intended to be exhaustive nor to limit the invention to the
virtual message object 720 may arrive in the second virtual
forms disclosed. Numerous modifications and adap
gateway 712b with a hard jolt , rebound , or bounce vibration . precise
tations
thereof
will be apparent to those skilled in the art
The speed and trajectory of the virtualmessage object 720

may result in the virtual message obiect 720 bouncing or 20 without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention .
shattering against the walls of the receiving virtual message
environment 710b . In FIGS. 7a , 7b , and 7c, the virtual
That which is claimed is :
message environment 710b of the recipient device 702b is
1 . A method comprising:
empty . When the virtual message object 720 is received by
receiving a sensor signal from a sensor configured to
the recipient device 702b , the speed and trajectory trans- 25

mission characteristics of the virtual message object 720

sense a physical interaction with a messaging device ;

determining a virtual force based at least in part on the
sensor signal;

result in it falling to the bottom of the receiving virtual

m
message
environment 710b in the direction indicated by

applying the virtual force to a virtual message object

saging device 702b , it may output haptic effects correspond - 30

within a virtualmessage environment, the virtual force
configured to move the virtual message object toward

ing to the interaction between virtual message object 720
and virtual message environment 710b .

message object each comprising graphical elements

arrow 732 . When virtual message object 720 enters mes

Computer Readable Medium for Haptic Message
Transmission
Embodiments of the present invention can be imple
mented in digital electronic circuitry , or in computer hard
ware , firmware , software, or in combinations of these tech -

a virtual gateway, the virtual gateway and the virtual

displayed to a user in the virtual message environment;

35

determining a transmission characteristic of the virtual
message object based at least in part on the sensor

signal, wherein the transmission characteristic is asso

ciated with the physical interaction that sent the virtual
message object through the virtual gateway ;

nologies . In one embodiment , a computer may comprise a 40

processor or processors. The processor comprises a com

determining a haptic effect based in part on the transmis
s ion characteristic ; and

transmitting the virtual message object and the transmis

puter-readable medium , such as a random access memory
(RAM ) coupled to the processor. The processor executes
computer-executable program instructions stored in

sion characteristic of the virtual message object.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining
whether to transmit the virtual message object.

cessor, a digital signal processor (DSP ), an application

on the virtual force and a status of a recipient.

memory , such as executing one ormore computer programs 45 3 . The method of claim 2 , wherein determining whether
for messaging. Such processors may comprise a micropro to transmit the virtualmessage object is based at least in part

specific integrated circuit (ASIC ), field programmable gate

arrays (FPGAs), and state machines . Such processors may
further comprise programmable electronic devices such as 50
PLCs, programmable interrupt controllers (PICs), program -

mable logic devices (PLDs), programmable read -only
memories (PROMs), electronically programmable read -only
memories (EPROMs or EEPROMs), or other similar
devices .
Such processors may comprise or be in communication

55

stores instructions that, when executed by the processor,

cause the processor to perform the steps described herein as
carried out or facilitated by a processor . Embodiments of 60

computer -readable media may comprise, but are not limited

as the processor in a web server, with computer -readable
instructions. Other examples of media comprise , but are not 65
limited to , a floppy disk , CD - ROM , magnetic disk , memory

chip , ROM , RAM , ASIC , configured processor, all optical

receiving a recipient signal associated with a recipient of
the virtual message object .
5 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the virtual gateway is

associated with the recipient of the virtual message object.

6 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the sensor signal
comprises a gesture directed toward the virtual gateway .

with media , for example computer-readable media , which

to , an electronic, optical, magnetic , or other storage or
transmission device capable of providing a processor, such

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :

7 . A method comprising:

receiving a signal associated with a transmission charac
teristic, the transmission characteristic associated with
sending a virtual message object, wherein the trans

mission characteristic is also associated with a physical
interaction that sent the virtual message object through
a virtual gateway, the virtual gateway and the virtual

message object each comprising graphical elements

displayed to a user in a virtual message environment;

and

determining a haptic effect based , at least in part, on the

transmission characteristic of the virtual message
object.
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determine a virtual force based at least in part on the
sensor signal; and
apply the virtual force to a virtual message object

a haptic signal to an actuator configured to output the haptic
effect .

9. A non - transitory computer- readable medium compris

ing program code , which is configured , when executed by a 5
processor , to cause the processor to :
receive a sensor signal from a sensor configured to sense

a physical interaction with a messaging device ;
determine a virtual force based at least in part on the
sensor signal;
apply the virtual force to a virtualmessage object within

10

a virtual message environment;

determine a transmission characteristic of the virtual
message object based at least in part on the sensor
signal, wherein the transmission characteristic is asso - 15

ciated with the physical interaction that sent the virtual
message object through a virtual gateway , the virtual
gateway and the virtual message object each compris

ing graphical elements displayed to a user in the virtual

within a virtual message environment;
determine a transmission characteristic of the virtual
message object based at least in part on the sensor
signal, wherein the transmission characteristic is
associated with the physical interaction that sent the

virtual message object through a virtual gateway, the
virtual gateway and the virtual message object each

comprising graphical elements displayed to a user in

the virtualmessage environment;

determine a haptic effect based in part on the transmis
sion characteristic ;

transmit the virtualmessage object and the transmission
characteristic of the virtual message object;

a network interface in communication with the processor ;
and

a display in communication with the processor, the dis
message environment;
play configured to display the virtualmessage environ
determine a haptic effect based in part on the transmission
ment
.
characteristic ; and
15 . The system of claim 14 , wherein the processor is
transmit the virtual message object and the transmission
further configured to determine whether to transmit the
characteristic of the virtual message object.
message object.
10 . The computer- readable medium of claim 9 , further 25 virtual
16
.
The
system of claim 14, wherein the sensor comprises:
comprising program code , which is configured , when
a pressure sensor, a gyroscopic sensor, an accelerometer, or
executed by a processor, to cause the processor to determine
a touch sensitive input device .
whether to transmit the virtual message object.
17 . The system of claim 14 , wherein the haptic effect is
11 . The computer-readable medium of claim 9 , further
comprising program code, which is configured . when 30 configured to simulate a collision in the virtual message
.
executed by a processor, to cause the processor to receive a environment
18 . A system comprising a recipient device , the recipient

recipient signal associated with a recipient of the virtual device comprising:
message object.
a processor configured to :
12 . A non -transitory computer -readable medium compris
receive a signal associated with a transmission charac
ing program code , which is configured , when executed by a 35
teristic the transmission characteristic associated
processor, to cause the processor to :
with
sending a virtual message object, wherein the
receive a virtual message object and a transmission char
transmission
characteristic is also associated with a
acteristic associated with a physical interaction that
physical interaction that sent the virtual message
sent the virtualmessage object through a virtual gate
object through a virtual gateway, the virtual gateway
way , the virtual gateway and the virtualmessage object 40
and the virtual message object each comprising
each comprising graphical elements displayed to a user
graphical elements displayed to a user in a virtual
in a virtual message environment; and
message
environment; and
determine a haptic effect based, at least in part, on the
determine
a
haptic effect based at least in part on the
transmission characteristic .

13. The computer readable medium of claim 12 , further 45
comprising program code , which is configured , when
executed by a processor, to cause the processor to transmit

a haptic signal to an actuator configured to output the haptic
effect.

transmission characteristic of the virtual message
object.
19. The system of claim 18, wherein the processor is

further configured to transmit a haptic signal to an actuator

configured to output a haptic effect.

20 . The system of claim 18 , wherein the haptic effect is
14 . A system comprising :
50 configured
to simulate a collision in the virtual message
environment
.
receive a sensor signal from a sensor configured to

a processor configured to :

sense a physical interaction with a messaging device ;
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